
REGULARITY OF HARMONIC MAPSSun-Yung A. Chang, Lihe Wang and Paul C. YangPrineton University and UCLA, UCLA and University of Iowa, USCAbstrat. We present an elementary argument of the regularity of weak harmonimaps of a surfae into the spheres, as well as the partial regularity of stationaryharmoni maps of a higher dimensional domain into the spheres. The arguementdoes not make use of the struture of Hardy spaes.
x0. Introdution and Statement of ResultsIn a reent work we have made some progress in understanding the regularitytheory of biharmoni maps. Sine the tehniques that we use are based on a sim-pli�ed treatment of the regularity theory for harmoni map, we present here theargument for regularity of harmoni maps as an introdution to our work for themore ompliated situation of biharmoni maps. To orient the reader, we brieyreall the basi referenes to the subjet. For harmoni maps of surfaes, Morrey([M℄), Shoen ([S℄), and Helein ([H1℄, [H2℄) provided the lassi regularity results.In higher dimensions, the orresponding regularity results are due to Hildebrandt-Kaul-Widman ([HKW℄), Shoen-Uhlenbek ([SU℄), Evans ([E℄) and Bethuel([B℄).First we will present an elementary proof of Helein's [H1℄ regularity theory forweakly harmoni maps from ompat surfae to spheres. Our proof is more elemen-tary beause it does not rely on the struture theory of the Hardy spaes ([CMLS℄).We will �rst derive the ontinuity for harmoni maps of surfaes, we will then indi-ate how our method an be adapted to study stationary harmoni maps when thedimension of the manifold of the domain is greater than two, this again simpli�esan earlier result of Evans [E℄. At the end of the paper we will also give an easy proofof the C1;� regularity of harmoni maps one the solution is ontinuous.We would like to remark that, regularity results of Helein [H1℄ and Evans [E℄have also been extended to arbitrary target manifolds (in [H2℄ and [B℄, f also theexellent book of Helein [H3℄ for a omplete treatment of the theory). At thismoment, it is not lear how to extend our method to treat the ase of general targetmanifolds, we hope to extend this type of argument to over the general ase.Researh supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9706864Researh supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9801374 and a Sloan Foundation FellowshipResearh supported in part by NSF grant DMS-97065071



x1 Weakly Harmoni MapsSuppose Mm; Nn are Riemannian manifolds we assume Nn to be isometriallyembedded in Eulidean spae Rk and let u:M ! N be a smooth map. Denoteits di�erential by du:TM ! TN . In loal oordinates fxig on M and ambientEulidean oordinates fu�g, the Riemannian metri g on M is represented by g =gijdxidxj; and we denote du by the matrix ��u��xi �.De�nition 1.1. The energy density of u at x 2M is de�ned bye(u) = 12 jduj2 = 12 �u��xi �u��xj gijwhere gij is the inverse matrix of gij , i.e. gijgjk = Æik.De�nition 1.2. The energy of u is de�ned byE(u) = Z e(u) dVolwhere dVol =qdet(gij)dx1 : : : dxm :De�nition 1.3. A map u:M ! N a.e. and du 2 L2(M;Rk ) is harmoni if it is aritial point of the energy in the sense of alulus of variations, i.e., if for eahsmooth deformation of ut suh that u0 = u, we haveddtE(ut) ���t=0= 0 :Theorem 1.4. (Helein [H1℄, [H2℄) Any harmoni map from a surfae is H�olderontinuous.In the following we shall give a simple proof of above theorem in the ase thetarget manifold is the standard sphere.Let us reall the following standard estimates from the linear theory. Denote byB1 the unit ball in Rn . Denote by RnB1f the average integral of f over B1.Lemma 1.5. Suppose u is a salar weak solution of( div(A(x)du) = div(F ) =Pmi=1 �F i�xi on B1;u = 0 on �B1with �I � A(x) � �I and that A(x) is H�older ontinuous in �B1, then for any1 < q <1 there is a onstant C depending only on q, the dimension m, two elliptionstants �;� and kAkC�(B1) suh thatkdukLq(B1) � CkFkLq(B1):2



Theorem 1.6. Any harmoni map from a two dimensional disk to sphere Sn isH�older ontinuous.Proof. We �rst �x some 1 < q < 2 and denote p = 2q2�q . We want to show that ifE1(u) = 12 RB1 jruj2 is small enough, then for some �xed s < 1=2 we have(1.1) (ZnBs ju� A1jp) 1p � 12(ZnB1 ju� A0jp) 1p ;for some onstant vetors A0; A1 satisfying(1.2) jA0 � A1jp � C ZnB1 ju� A0jp:Then a resaling yields,(1.3) (ZnBsk ju� Akjp) 1p � 12(ZnBsk�1 ju� Ak�1jp) 1p ;with(1.4) jAk � Ak�1jp � C ZnBsk�1 ju� Ak�1jp:It then follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that(1.5) jAk �Ak�1j � Cp(12)k(ZnB1 ju� A0jp)1=p � Cp(12)kE1[u℄for some onstant Cp depending only on C and p. Thus the sequene Ak onvergesexponentially to a vetor A, with(1.6) jAk � Aj � Cp(12)kE1[u℄:We have also from (1.3)(1.7) (ZnBsk ju�Akjp) 1p � (12)k(ZnB1 ju� A0jp) 1p :The H�older ontinuity of u follows from the deay estimates (1.6) and (1.7).Let us reall the equation of harmoni map to a sphere u = (u1; : : : ; un+1) as(1.8) ��u� = u�jduj2:An important observation of Helein is to rewrite this equation when the target spaeis Sn:(1.9) ��u� = u�jduj2 = n+1X�=1 mXk=1(u�u�k � u�u�k )u�k :3



Let us assume RB1 jruj2 � � for some � small. Let 12 � r � 1 be suh thatR�Br ju�A0jp � 8 RB1 ju�A0jp for some onstant vetor A0; it turns out the proofbelow works for any onstant vetor A0. Let h be the harmoni funtion suh thatu = h on �Br. We have(1.10) jdh(x)jp � C Z�Br jh�A0jp � C(ZB1 ju� A0jp)for jxj � r4 : From (1.9) we have,(1.11) ��(u� � h�) = n+1X�=1 mXk=1 �k[(u�u�k � u�u�k )(u� � A�0 )℄:denote Er = 12 RBr jDuj2 as before, then for any �xed 1 < q < 2, p = 2q2�q we havefrom Lemma 1.2 and the H�older inequality thatZBr jd(u� h)jq �C ZBr X�;�;k[(u�u�k � u�u�k )(u� �A�0 )℄q�C X�;�;k(ZBr [(u�u�k � u�u�k )℄2) q2 (ZBr ju� � A�0 jp) 2�q2�CEq=2r (ZBr X� ju� � A�0 jp) 2�q2�CEq=2r (ZB1 ju�A0jp) qp :(1.12)Now for any s < 14 < r we have, via Sobolev inequality,1s2 ZBs ju� h(0)jpdx �2p�1s2 ZBs ju� hjpdx+ 2p�1s2 ZBs jh� h(0)jpdx� 2p�1s2 (ZBr ju� hjp) + 2p�1s2 ZBs jh� h(0)jpdx� C 2p�1s2 (ZBr jd(u� h)jqdx) pq + 2p�1Csp supB 14 jdhjp� CEp=2rs2 (ZB1 ju�A0jp) + Csp(ZB1 ju�A0jp):(1.13)Now, taking s small suh that the seond term is less than12p+2 ZnB1 ju� A0jp4



and then taking E = E1 small suh that the �rst term is less than12p+2 ZnB1 ju� A0jpso we have by letting A1 = h(0)ZnBs ju� A1jpdx � 12p ZnB1 ju� A0jp:This proves (1.1). We then observe that for A1 = h(0) = Rn�Brh = Rn�Bru,jA1 �A0j = jh(0)�A0j = j Zn�Br (u� A0)j� (Zn�Br ju� A0jp) 1p� C(ZnB1 ju�A0jp) 1p :Thus (1.2) is satis�ed for any onstant vetor A0. From (1.1) and (1.2), we onludethat u is H�older ontinuous by the arguments in (1.3) to (1.7).Remark The main point in the above argument is that the right hand side of (1.11)is the divergene of a quadrati osillation of u while the left hand side of (1.11) isthe divergene of the linear osillation of u. The indies in Lp norms in (1.13) arefrom di�erent soures. The index p on the left is from the Sobolev embedding andthe index p on the right hand side is from the H�older inequality (1.12). These twoindies math only in dimension 2. In our later work on biharmoni maps we againobserve a similar mathing of indies in dimension 4.We will use BMO semi-norm to study the ase when these indies do not mathin Setion 3, where we will have mqm�q on the left hand side and 2q2�q on the right ofthe inequality (1.13).x2. Stationary Harmoni MapsIn this setion we modify the argument in setion 1 to give an alternative proofof Evans' theorem that the singular set of a stationary harmoni map from anm-manifold to a sphere has m� 2 Hausdor� measure zero.De�nition 2.1. (Stationary Harmoni Maps) Let u be a harmoni map from a man-ifold M (possibly with boundary) to another ompat manifold N . We say that uis stationary if ddtE(u('(t))) = 0 at t = 0;where '(t) : M ! M is a smooth one parameter family of di�eomorphism suhthat '(0) = identity. 5



De�nition 2.2. A funtion f de�ned on a smooth domain 
 � Rm is in BMO, i.e.funtion of bounded mean osillation, if(2.1) jjujjBMO(
) = supB ZnB ju� uB jdx < +1 ;where uB = RnBu, the supremum is taken over all balls with B � 
:We will use the following lassial result of John and Nirenberg([JN℄, f alsoChapter IV of Stein [St℄).Theorem 2.3. For any 1 < p < 1, there exists an Cp (whih depends only on pand dimension m) suh that if u 2 BMO(
), then1Cp jjujjBMO(
) � supB (ZnB ju� uB jp) 1p � CpjjujjBMO(
)where the supremum is taken over all balls with B � 
.The following monotoniity formula is proved by Shoen-Uhlenbek ([SU℄) in thease of minimizing harmoni maps, and by P. Prie ([P℄) for stationary harmonimaps.Theorem 2.4. A stationary harmoni map from the m-dimensional Eulidean disksatis�es the following monotoniity formula: The saling invariant energyE(r) = r2 ZnBr jduj2 = ZnB1 jdu(rx)j2 :is monotonially inreasing in r for all onentri balls Br = B(x; r) � B(x; 1) =B1.The following regularity result is due to Evans ([E℄):Theorem 2.5. A stationary harmoni map from the m-dimensional Eulidean diskto sphere Sn is H�older ontinuous exept a set of m-2 dimensional Hausdor� mea-sure zero.Our proof below is patterned after the two dimensional argument. In higherdimensions the exponents resulting from the two inequalities (1.12) and (1.13) donot math so we show instead that the BMO norm of the map deays. In fat wehave to show the deay of the map in every sale. The monotoniity formula makesthe ontrol in every sale possible.We will show that when E1(u) is small enough, we an hoose s small, so that(2.2) jjujjBMO(Bs) � 12 jjujjBMO(B1);Then an iteration of (2.2) yields,(2.3) jjujjBMO(Bsk ) � 12k jjujjBMO(B1):6



We start with the equation of a harmoni map u = (u1; : : : ; un+1) with targetSn as in (1.8). We also assume RB1 jduj2 � � for some � small here B1 is the unitball in Rm. The monotoniity formula asserts Er = r2�m RBr(0) jduj2 � 2� for all0 < r < 1: A little reetion will show that for any Br(x) � B 12 (0) we also have forsome onstant Cm:(2.4) r2 ZnBr(x)jduj2 � Cm�:Now �x r and x0 with Br(x0) � B 12 (0); we abbreviate Br for Br(x0); and hooser=2 � r1 � r so that(2.5) Z�Br1 ju�A0j � 8 ZBr ju�A0jhere A0 = RnBru.Let h be the harmoni funtion suh that u = h on �Br1 . We have from (2.5):jdh(x)jp � Cpr�p1 ZnBr ju�A0jpfor jxj � r14 : Then from equation (1.11) we have with Er = r2 RnBr jduj2, that exatlyas (1.12) that(2.6) ZnBr1 jd(u� h)jq � CEq=2r1 �ZnBr ju� A0j 2q2�q� 2�q2 r1�q:Now taking p = mqm�q , for any s < r1=4, we have, via Sobolev inequality and theJohn-Nirenberg's inequality as in Theorem 2,1.1sm ZBs ju� h(x0)jpdx � 2p�1sm ZBr1 ju� hjpdx+ 2p�1sm ZBs jh� h(x0)jpdx� C 2p�1rp+m1sm �ZnBr1 jd(u� h)jq� pq + 2p�1sm ZBs jh� h(x0)jpdx� C 2p�1rp+m1sm �ZnBr1 jd(u� h)jqdx� pq + C2p�1sp supBr1=4 jdhjp� C 2p�1rm1sm Ep=2r1 �ZnBr1 ju�A0j 2q2�q� p(2�q)2q + C sprp1 �ZnBr ju�A0jp�� C rm1smEp=2r1 (jjujjBMO(Br))p + C sprp1 (jjujjBMO(Br))p :(2.7)Now, taking s=r1 = r0 small suh that the seond term is less than122p+1 (kukBMO(Br))p7



and then taking E small depending only on r0 suh that the �rst term is less than122p+1 (kukBMO(Br))p:Thus,(2.8) ZnBs ju� h(x0)jp � 122p kukpBMO(Br):Sine ZnBs ju� ZnBsujp � 2p ZnBs ju� h(x0)jp;we have(2.9) ZnBs ju� ZnBsujp � 12p kukpBMO(Br);where s = s0 = r1r0, Bs = Bs(x0) � Br(x0) = Br. But for onentri balls Bs fors � s0, a resaling argument shows that (2.9) still holds.We then vary r and x0 with Br = Br(x0) � B 12 (0). As Br runs over all ballsin B 12 (0), Bs runs over all balls in Bs0(0), From this we onlude that (2.2) holds.This �nishes the proof of the theorem.x3 C1; RegularityWe will prove the following regularity result in this setion.Theorem 3.1. If u is a weakly harmoni map from Mm to Nn for m � 2 and uis ontinuous in an open set in Mm, then u is loally smooth there.We use ompatness argument to establish C1; regularity. Then the higherorder regularity of the map follows from the harmoni equation and standard elliptitheory.Suppose the u is a weak solution of(3.1) �u� = f�(x;ru);We would assume also that(3.2) jf�(x; P )j � A(1 + jP j2);for some onstant A.Our iteration sheme depends on a �ner struture of the right hand side of (3.2)de�ned as(3.3) jf�(x; P )j � A(1 + �jP j2);for some onstant A suÆiently small and with some onstant � suitably small.8



Remarks 1. We introdue (3.3) in order to trae the di�erent deay rate of theonstant term and the quadrati term in f�.2. One we know u is ontinuous and satis�es a system of equations (3.1) and (3.2),then we an de�ne(3.4) u1(x) = u(rx)� u(0)(r) ;where (r) = r + supB1 ju(rx)� u(0)j. Then u1 satis�es equation of same type asthat of (3.1) with f�1 (x; P ) = r2(r)f�(rx; (r)r P ):Thus f1 satis�es equation of type (3.3) withjf1(x; P )j � A1(1 + �jP j2)with A1 = (r) 12A and � = (r) 12 , both an be made arbitrarily small when r issuÆiently small. Also, the C1; estimates of u follows from that of u1. Thuswe may assume without loss of generality that the harmoni map in our proof ofTheorem 3.1 below satis�es both (3.1) and (3.3). This will be the only plae in ourproof where we will use the assumption that u is ontinuous.3. We also remark that the C1; regularity theory holds if we replae the �u�by any ellipti systems, in partiular it overs the ase when � is the Laplaianoperator on a manifold.Lemma 3.2. Suppose w is a solution of (3.1) satisfying (3.3) in B1 with �jwj � C1,and AC1 < 1 then(3.5) ZB 12 jrwj2 � C ZB1(w2 + 1):where C = C(C1; A) .Proof. This is a Caioppoli type inequality. Choose a smooth ut-o� funtion �with �(x) = �(jxj) of ompat support in B1 and � = 1 on B 12 . Multiplying theequation (3.1) by �2w and integrate by parts, we have(3.6) Z �2w(��w) = Z �2wf :As before, we haveZ �2jrwj2 = Z �2wf � 2 Z �r� � wrw� Z Ajwj�2 + Z AC1�2jrwj2 + � Z �2jrwj2 + 1� jr�j2w2� Z A�2(jwj2 + 1) + 1� jr�j2w2 + (C1A+ �) Z j�j2jrwj2 :Now taking � small so that C1A+ � < 1, we obtain the inequality immediately.9



Lemma 3.3. For any given � > 0, there is a Æ > 0 suh that if A � Æ then for anysolution w of (3.1) with (3.3) satisfying �jwj � C1 and RnB1 jwj2 � 1, there existssome harmoni funtion h de�ned in B 12 whih approximates w in the sense that:(3.7) ZB 12 jw � hj2 � �2:Proof. We prove the result by ontradition. Suppose there exist some � > 0, andsequenes of wn and fn satisfying��wn = fn(x;rwn)ZnB1w2n � 1 ;jfnj � 1n (1 + �jrwnj2):But for any harmoni funtion v in B 12 , we haveZ jwn � vj2dx � �2 :We then have by (3.6) in the previous lemma,ZB 34 jrwnj2 � C :Hene fwng has a onvergent subsequene, whih we still denoted as wn, suh thatwn ! w weakly in H1 and wn ! w strongly in L2(B 34 ) :We will show that w itself is harmoni in B 34 , whih is a ontradition. Atually,for any test funtion ' 2 C10 (B 34 ),Z r'rwn = Z 'fndx :Thus if we let n go to in�nity, we haveZ r'rw = 0 :Hene w is atually harmoni. We have thus proved the assertion (3.7).10



Corollary 3.4. For any 0 <  < 1 and C1, there exist some � > 0 and 0 < � < 12suh if A � � and w is a solution of (3.1) and (3.3) with �jwj � C1 and RnB1 jwj2 � 1,then there is a linear funtion l(x) = Bx+ C suh that(3.8) ZnB� jw � lj2 � �2(1+)and jBj+ jCj � C0 a universal onstant.Proof. Let h be the harmoni funtion suh that(3.9) ZB 12 jw � hj2 � �2;as in the statement of Lemma 3.2. By the triangle inequality, we haveZB 12 jhj2 � 2 ZB1(jwj2 + 1) � C0 :Sine h is harmoni, we have(3.10) jr2h(x)j2 � C ZB 12 jhj2 � CC0 for jxj � 14 ;for some onstant C=C(m). If we now denote l(x) be the �rst order Taylor poly-nomial of h at 0, we have for � � 14 ,ZnB� jw � lj2dx � 2 ZnB� jw � hj2dx+ 2 ZnB� jh� lj2dx� C��m�2 + C�4:(3.11)by (3.9) and (3.10), where C = C(m).Thus we an take � small so that the seond term in (3.11) is less than12�2(1+) ;and then taking � suÆiently small so that the �rst term in (3.11) is less than12�2(1+);we obtain (3.8) in the orollary.We now prove Theorem 3.1.Proof of Theorem 3.1. We �rst assert that by Remark(2) at the beginning of thissetion, we may assume that the ontinuous harmoni map we have also satisfy thatju(x)j � 1 for x 2 B1 and system (3.1) with onditions (3.3).11



We will prove by indution the following statement (*):There exist some onstants C0, 0 < � < 12 and � > 0 suh that for juj � 1 and u isa solution of (3.1) with (3.3) with A � �, there are linear funtions lk(x) = Bk �x+Cksuh that(3.12) ZnB�k ju� lkj2 � �2(1+)kand the onstants Bk and Ck satisfy(3.13) �kjBk � Bk+1j+ jCk � Ck+1j � C0�(+1)k;with C0 a universal onstant.Assuming statement (*), we an then argue as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 ofsetion 1 that both Bk and Ck onverge in an exponentially deay rate to B andC respetively, and u an be approximated by a linear funtion l(x) = B � x + Csatisfying(3.14) ZnB�k ju� lj2 � 2�2(1+)kfor eah k. Thus u is in C1; by the usual Morrey estimates.To prove the statement (*), we notie that the statement for k = 0 follows fromour assumption on u and the statement k = 1 follows from Corollary 3.3. Thus weneed only to establish the indutive step.We assume statement (*) for up to k. We �rst observe that from (3.13) thatjBkj = jrlkj � C01�� � C01�2� , similarly jCkj � C01�2� .De�ne w(x) = (u�lk)(�kx)�(1+)k : Then w satis�es,�w� = f�1 (x;rw);where f�1 (x; P ) = �(1�)kf�(�kx; �kP +rlk):By our assumption that u satis�es (3.2), we have(3.15) jf1(x; P )j � A�(1�)k(1 + 2jrlkj2) + 2�(1+)kAjP j2:We verify that w satis�es the onditions of Corollary 3.3. To see this, we have wsatisfy (3.1) and (3.15), with2jwj�(1+)k = 2(u� lk)(�kx) � 2(1 + jrlkj+ jCkj) � 4(1 + C01� 2� )and ZnB1 jwj2 = ��2(1+)k ZnB�k ju� lkj2 � 1:12
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